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The primary aim of the project was to develop by mutation,

isogenic pairs of host and pathogen with respect to resistance/

susceptibility and avirulence/virulende, respectively, in corre-

sponding host and pathogen genes. The long term objective is. to

study gene-for-gene interactions by "mutational dissection",

and to utilize the mutants in genetic, cytological and biochem-

ical studies of host-pathogen interactions.

The early phases of the project was part of the IAEA co-

ordinated research programme on the use of induced mutations in

plant breeding 1971-1978, and, later, part of the IAEA co-ordi-

nated international research programme on induced mutations for

disease resistance in crop plants, which was concluded at a

meeting co-organized by the present investigator at Risa in

1981. In 1981 project no. 3013 was started. The results from

the project period 1981-1988 have been reported to the IAEA in
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seven 'Progress reports' and in 13 publications and abstracts

(cf. list of publications).

The early experiences from induced mutations for powdery

mildew resistance in barley showed that resistance genes in

locus ml-o were induced repeatedly, and, later on, that ml-o

constituted a unique source of resistance for plant breeding

(cf. publications 4 and 11).

Realizing that this approach did not lead to a further un-

derstanding of disease reactions conferred by gene-for-gene re-

sistance genes in plants and the corresponding virulence genes

in the pathogens we concentrated our work on gene-for-gene

interactions. Biochemical studies (publications 1 and 2) and

histological studies (publications 6 and 7) provided some new

knowledge, some disappointments, and a detailed description of

the primary infection of barley possessing different resistance

genes with powdery mildew possessing different avirulence genes.

Mutation studies on the powdery mildew fungus (publication

8) yielded no true mutants with increase virulence. This subject

is considered for future experimentation.

Mutational changes in powdery mildew resistance gene Ml-al2

in barley were, however, easy to obtain (publications 3, 5, and

9). The subsequent genetic analyses of the more or less suscepti-

ble mutants (publications 9 and 12) revealed several mutational

events within gene Ml-al2 and a few outside Ml-al2. The inter-

pretation of these data (publications 10, 12, and 13) yielded a

hypothesis on the function and control of gene-for-gene interac-

tions in the host plant. These results demonstrated that "muta-

tional dissection" is a powerfull tool for analysis of the

genetic control of complex biological processes in crop plants.

In 1987/88 the project has aimed at elucidating the effects

of three suppressor-mutant genes (that affect Ml-al2 resistance)
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on other powdery mildew resistance genes. Further, four barley

lines with genes Ml-a, Ml-a6, Ml-h, and Ml-g were treated with

mutagens and the M1 generation was grown. The purpose is to

select mutants for powdery mildew susceptibility and genetically

analyze the mutants.

The mutants with modifications in gene Ml-al2 and the other

four resistance genes may be utilized in cytological and bio-

chemical studies in the future.

Ris0, 30 January 1989 J. Helms Jorgensen

Principal investigator
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